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The most feared religious upheaval is about to occur in Nigeria where Muslims and Christians will be 

pitched against each other because of the mindless senseless killings by Islamist fundamentalists who, 

sadly, the Moslem community are not quick to expose . 

Because of the ills in the society namely unemployment, hunger ,poverty,and oppression so many 

Almaijeris have been brainwashed and hoodwinked to commit all these crimes for some basic comfort 

on earth and ultimately to get to Islamic paradise  

The truth is ISIS is here in Nigeria worse and better funded than Boko haram , their style is suicidal and 

gruesome in execution and there will be more kidnapping , lone bombing strikes at churches ,schools , 

public places and mosques all over Nigeria .Even in the height of Boko Haram such gruesome and 

mindless individual  killings hardly occurred so individual converts are recruited to perpetrate this act  

Our fear is a strategic thinking that paints a scenario of the fact that the ISIS style is hitting soft targets to 

create fear and recruit more followers and in terms of fear mongering, defenseless as a tribe and a vast 

majority of easy converts the South west would be an obvious hunting ground . 

My advice is that rather than cry and shout ourselves hoarse we should preach vigilance and educate 

both the Christian and Moslem communities on the religious Armageddon we are about to witness if 

ISIS is allowed to have an in road into our enclave  

It has taken a combined Naval, Army and Airforce to stop the invasion of the Niger Delta Avengers in the 

same vein I want to advice that it is better we have a conference on this rather than a cry to people who 

will not listen but feign ignorance until all the walls used in building this nation collapses  

We know that any attempt to Islamize  Nigeria will fail ,it can never succeed , we are aware that any 

hidden agenda to put his kits and kins into sensitive security post is a security preparation to clamp 

down on Nigerians if the Regional agitation for good governance rises beyond the comprehension of the 

cabal that has captured the Presidency . 

What will be the motivation of the forces to be used ? will they not come from the rank and file of 

Nigerians who are  impoverished  ?  Patience is a virtue because one day the clamor for good 

governance will outlive any Religious or ethnic gang up . 

Christians don't sleep just watch and Pray ! Onward Christian soldiers !,We should not scream and shout 

foul play but study and acquire intelligence reports that will give us superior advantage and keep our 

adversaries dumbfounded. 

Just my humble submission  

 

ISIS is here and the Christian body better know that and they will be ruthless, cruel and wicked in their 

attempt to conquer souls and win converts.  



 

 


